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Abstract
The unsupervised discovery of linguistic terms from either continuous phoneme transcriptions or from raw speech has seen an increasing interest in the past years both from a theoretical and a practical standpoint. Yet, there exists no common accepted evaluation method for the systems performing term discovery. Here, we propose such an evaluation toolbox, drawing ideas from both speech technology and natural language processing. We first transform the speech-based output into a symbolic representation and compute five types of evaluation metrics on this representation: the quality of acoustic matching, the quality of the clusters found, and the quality of the alignment with real words (type, token, and boundary scores). We tested our approach on two term discovery systems taking speech as input, and one using symbolic input. The latter was run using both the gold transcription and a transcription obtained from an automatic speech recognizer, in order to simulate the case when only imperfect symbolic information is available. The results obtained are analysed through the use of the proposed evaluation metrics and the implications of these metrics are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Unsupervised discovery of linguistic structures is attracting a lot of attention. Under the so-called ‘zero resource setting’ (Glass, 2012), a learner has to infer linguistic units from raw data without having access to any linguistic labels (phonemes, syllables, words, etc.). This can have applications in languages with little or no resources, and has considerable relevance for cognitive modelling of human infants language acquisition (Jansen et al., 2013).

One area of particular interest is the automatic discovery of words or ‘terms’ from unsegmented input. This particular problem has been addressed from the viewpoint of at least two language processing communities: natural language processing (NLP) and speech technology (ST). Most of the systems from the NLP community take as input a speech corpus that has been transcribed phonemically (gold transcription), but where the word boundaries have been deleted (Brent and Cartwright, 1996; Brent, 1999; Johnson et al., 2007; Goldwater et al., 2009). The aim is to recover these boundaries, as well as to construct a lexicon of terms. Note that most of these algorithms exhaustively ‘parse’ their inputs in terms of a sequence of word tokens. A set of standard evaluation criteria has been established: segmentation, word token and word type precision, recall and F-scores. The corpora are for the most part in English (Daland and Pierrehumbert, 2011), although a small number of studies are now conducted across different languages (Fourtassi et al., 2013; Daland and Zuraw, 2013).

The algorithms of term discovery coming out of the ST community also attempt to discover terms, but work from the raw speech input, and may not produce an exhaustive parse. These systems are more recent and have not yet converged on an accepted set of corpora and evaluation methods (Park and Glass, 2008; Jansen and Van Durme, 2011; Flamary et al., 2011; McInnes and Goldwater, 2011; Muscariello et al., 2012). The name term discovery (TD) will be used throughout this paper for both kinds of systems.

The aim of this paper is to propose both a corpus as well as a set of evaluation tests that would enable researchers to compare the performance of different systems within and across communities. As new ST/NLP hybrid systems are emerging (Lee and Glass, 2012), it is our belief that a common evaluation method will be useful to bridge the gap between the two communities.

2. Evaluation method
Algorithms for discovering recurring patterns in linguistic data can be used for a variety of purposes: speech corpora indexing, keyword search, topic classification, etc. We do not claim that a single evaluation method is relevant for all these applications. Rather, we propose a toolbox containing several evaluation metrics, each one tailored to measure a different subcomponent of the TD algorithm. The reason for proposing such a toolbox, rather than a single measure, is that it enables more fine grained comparisons between systems. In addition, it enables, a system diagnostic tool to assess which subcomponent needs improvement. Another design feature of our evaluation toolbox is that it is performed in the phoneme space, i.e., aligning the waveform with gold phonemic transcription. This is a useful feature to enable a comparison of ST and NLP systems.

Extracting recurring terms from continuous speech is a problem that involves several interconnected components (see Figure 1). Firstly, one component involves matching stretches of speech input. This is typically done with a Dynamic Time Warping technique (DTW), and can be viewed as constructing a list of pairs of fragments, each corresponding to stretches of speech. We propose in this paper several methods for evaluating matching quality. Secondly, many systems also incorporate a mechanism for clustering fragments into candidate terms. Some systems memorize these clusters in a library and use them for extracting further
Figure 1: Logical pipeline highlighting three components that can be part of term discovery systems, and presentation of our 5-levels evaluation toolbox. The top two (matching and grouping scores) use the aligned phoneme transcription as gold standard, and the last three (type, token and boundary scores) use the word level alignment.

fragments (Muscariello et al., 2012), others perform the fragment clustering only as the last step (Park and Glass, 2008; Jansen and Van Durme, 2011; Flamary et al., 2011; McInnes and Goldwater, 2011). Clustering quality can be evaluated rather standardly in terms of the purity/inverse-purity of their phonemic content. Thirdly, the extracted clusters or fragments are used for parsing the input and assign segmentation boundaries. Some systems perform parsing implicitly (as a trace of the matching process), others, perform an explicit parsing step, allowing to clean up potentially overlapping matches. The discovered clusters and the parses can be evaluated in terms of a gold lexicon and a gold alignment. For this, we use the standard NLP metrics (type, token and boundary F-score).

Note, however, that contrary to NLP systems, most ST systems do not exhaustively parse their input. It is therefore important to compute the NLP type statistics on the part of the corpus that has been covered, while keeping track of a separate coverage statistic. In contrast to ST systems, NLP systems do not work from raw speech. In order to compare them, we therefore complement the word segmentation NLP systems with a speech recognition front-end, and perform the evaluation on the entire front-end plus the word segmentation pipeline.

2.1. Precision, recall and F-score

We use the same logic at all the defined levels of the toolbox, i.e., we define a set of found structures ($X$), which we compare to the set of gold structures ($Y$) using average precision, recall and F scores as defined in (1). In most of the cases, $X$ and $Y$ will be sets of fragments ($i,j$) or of pairs of such fragments. We will always sum over fragment types, as defined through their phonemic transcriptions $T$, with a weight $w$ defined as the normalized frequency of the types in the corpus. The function $\text{match}(t,X)$ counts how many tokens of type $t$ are in the set $X$.

\[
\text{Precision} = \sum_{t \in \text{types}(X)} w(t,X) \times \frac{\text{match}(t,X \cap Y)}{\text{match}(t,X)}
\]

\[
\text{Recall} = \sum_{t \in \text{types}(X)} w(t,X) \times \frac{\text{match}(t,X \cap Y)}{\text{match}(t,Y)}
\]

\[
F\text{-score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} (1)
\]

2.2. Alignment

Previous evaluation techniques of ST-TD systems have used the word as the level of alignment (e.g. Park and Glass (2008), Muscariello et al. (2012)). However, in order to obtain a more fine grained evaluation, and to enable a comparison with NLP systems, we align the signal with phoneme-level annotations. As the speech part of the system has no knowledge of the segmental content in the signal it processes, a discovered boundary may fall between two annotated phoneme boundaries. In order to transcribe a given fragment, we consider as being part of the annotation any phoneme that has either at least 50% overlap in time with the fragment, or at least 30ms overlap. By setting a 30 ms overlap we impose a maximum limit for a chunk to be perceived as belonging to a certain category (30ms being arguably the upper bound of the minimum amount of speech needed to identify a phoneme (Tekieli and Cullinan, 1979)), while using the 50% limit we take into consideration also short phonemes, if there is sufficient overlap with the said fragment. Note that, through the alignment, the representation level for the system evaluation has changed: Matches found at the acoustic level are evaluated at the phonemic level. Thus, each found acoustic fragment is treated like a separate phoneme string occurrence during the evaluation.

2.3. Matching quality

We propose two sets of measures of matching quality, one qualitative and easy to compute, and the other quantitative and computationally intensive. With respect to the former type, we propose the normalized edit distance (NED) and the coverage. The NED is the Levenstein distance between the fragment, or at least 30ms overlap. By setting a 30 ms overlap we impose a maximum limit for a chunk to be perceived as belonging to a certain category (30ms being arguably the upper bound of the minimum amount of speech needed to identify a phoneme (Tekieli and Cullinan, 1979)), while using the 50% limit we take into consideration also short phonemes, if there is sufficient overlap with the said fragment. Note that, through the alignment, the representation level for the system evaluation has changed: Matches found at the acoustic level are evaluated at the phonemic level. Thus, each found acoustic fragment is treated like a separate phoneme string occurrence during the evaluation.

We propose two sets of measures of matching quality, one qualitative and easy to compute, and the other quantitative and computationally intensive. With respect to the former type, we propose the normalized edit distance (NED) and the coverage. The NED is the Levenstein distance between the fragment, or at least 30ms overlap. By setting a 30 ms overlap we impose a maximum limit for a chunk to be perceived as belonging to a certain category (30ms being arguably the upper bound of the minimum amount of speech needed to identify a phoneme (Tekieli and Cullinan, 1979)), while using the 50% limit we take into consideration also short phonemes, if there is sufficient overlap with the said fragment. Note that, through the alignment, the representation level for the system evaluation has changed: Matches found at the acoustic level are evaluated at the phonemic level. Thus, each found acoustic fragment is treated like a separate phoneme string occurrence during the evaluation.
\[ NED = \sum_{(x,y) \in P_{\text{disc}}} \frac{\text{ned}(x,y)}{|P_{\text{disc}}|} \]  \[ (2) \]

\[ \text{ned}(i,j), (k,l) = \frac{\text{Levenstein}(T_{i,j}, T_{k,l})}{\max(j-1+1, k-l+1)} \]

\[ \text{Coverage} = \frac{\text{cover}(F_{\text{disc}})}{\text{cover}(F_{\text{gold}})} \]  \[ (3) \]

A more quantitative evaluation is given by the precision, recall and F-scores of the set of discovered pairs with respect to all possible matching pairs of substrings in the corpus. For efficiency, we restrict the substrings to a particular range, e.g., between 3 and 30 phonemes. Precision is computed as the proportion of discovered substring pairs which belong to the list of gold pairs. In order for this statistic not to be dominated by very frequent substrings (the number of pairs grows with the square of the frequency), we compute these proportions across pairs of the same type, re-weighted by the frequency of the type. Note that, as the gold list contains all of the substrings, we have to augment the discovered pair set with all the logically implied substrings. The proper way to generate those would be to read them off the DTW alignment. However, this information is not accessible in most ST-TD systems. We therefore re-generate the list of discovered substrings using DTW in phoneme space. This allows not to penalize too much an algorithm discovering the pair democracy/emocracy; indeed, this match will generate the correct substring match democracy/emocracy, and many other smaller ones. By a similar computation, we can define recall as being the proportion of gold pairs present in the discovered set. For systems not separating matching from clustering, the matching quality can be still computed by decomposing the found clusters into a list of matching pairs and applying the above algorithm. The measures are defined formally in Equation 1, while the sets involved in their computation are defined in the following equations.

\[ X = \{(i,j), (k,l) \mid \exists c \in C_{\text{disc}} (i,j) \in c \text{ and } (k,l) \in c \} \]  \[ (5) \]

\[ Y = \{(i,j), (k,l) \mid \exists c_1, c_2 \in C_{\text{disc}} (i,j) \in c_1 \text{ and } (k,l) \in c_2 \text{ and } T_{i,j} = T_{k,l} \text{ and } \{i,...,j\} \cap \{k,...,l\} = \emptyset \} \]

where \( C_{\text{disc}} \) is the set of discovered clusters, each cluster being a set of fragments.

### 2.5. Token, Type and Boundary quality

For systems that output clusters and use them to parse the input, it is possible to evaluate the relevance of these clusters with respect to a gold lexicon, and to the gold word boundaries. Here, we apply the exact same definitions as in NLP systems: for instance, token recall is defined as the probability that a gold token has been found in some cluster (averaged across gold tokens), while token precision represents the probability that a discovered token matches a gold token (averaged across discovered tokens). The F-score is the harmonic mean between the two. Similar definitions are applied for the Type score. Again, the same formal definition of the metrics is employed here (Equation 1). The subsets involved in their computation are the following:

\[ X = F_{\text{disc}} \text{ : set of discovered fragments} \]

\[ Y = \{(i,j) \mid T_{i,j} \in L \text{ and } i,j \in \text{cover}(X)\} \]  \[ (6) \]

The flat function in Equation 4 is being redefined as the identity function. The only difference between type and token scores, is that for type, the weighting function is re-defined as a constant:

\[ w(t, X) = \frac{1}{|\text{types}(F_{\text{disc}})|} \]  \[ (7) \]

The Boundary score is defined in a different manner, to take into account the fact that the fragments found might not be perfectly aligned to the gold transcription. We use Equation 1, with sets and functions defined as follows:

\[ X = \text{set of discovered boundaries} \]

\[ Y = \text{gold set of boundaries} \]

\[ \text{there is only one type for the boundaries} \]

\[ \text{match}(t, X) = |X| \quad w(t, X) = 1 \]  \[ (8) \]

As we said above, these statistics are be computed over the covered corpus, in order to have comparable statistics with NLP methods. For systems which do not return clusters, a standard graph clustering algorithm can be added and the same procedure followed.
3. System Presentation

Two ST systems were employed in this paper: the JHU system (Jansen and Van Durme, 2011), and MODIS (Catanese et al., 2013). We have chosen to use these systems in order to demonstrate the appropriateness of the proposed evaluation method for different ST-TD algorithms. On the NLP side, we used the Adaptor Grammar (AG) (Johnson et al., 2007) framework to perform word segmentation. Further details about these systems can be found in the following paragraphs.

3.1. JHU system

The first unsupervised word discovery approach we evaluated was the efficient segmental DTW-based system presented in (Jansen and Van Durme, 2011). The system operates in two stages. First, two randomized algorithms—locality sensitive hashing (LSH) and point location in equal balls (PLEB)—are used to enable linear-time computation of an approximate self-similarity matrix that covers the entire corpus. Second, efficient image processing techniques are used to search for syllable-sized repetitions that manifest themselves as short diagonal line segments in the similarity matrix. The center points of these syllable repetitions are then used to seed a local segmental DTW search for the full extent of the repetition. This core repetition discovery procedure produces a large collection of isolated segment pairs that contain similar lexical content. This must be post-processed into a single pseudo-word transcript by (i) applying a graph clustering procedure to group individual word repetitions into pseudo-word categories; (ii) constructing a pseudo-word lattice corresponding to each recording in the corpus; and (iii) performing a Viterbi decode of the lattice. The lattice are confidence scores are derived from the DTW match similarity and a path from start to final nodes are guaranteed through the addition of epsilon arcs as needed. No language model scores are applied in the Viterbi search. The resulting automatic time aligned transcripts, which tend to be sparse due to incomplete pseudo-word coverage, are then provided to the evaluation tools described herein for scoring. The JHU system includes all of the three components described in Figure 1, and applies them sequentially. The core repetition discovery performs matching and outputs a list of pairs. Graph clustering outputs a list of clusters. The Viterbi decoding performs parsing. This enables us to evaluate each of the successive outputs using our toolboxes, in order to evaluate the contribution of each component along this pipeline.

3.2. MODIS

MODIS\(^1\) implements the motif discovery algorithm of (Muscariello et al., 2012). A segmental variant of a dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm is used to search for a re-occurrence of a seed (a short segment of speech) in a portion of the data. When a match—i.e., a segment for which the distortion along the warping path is below a threshold—is found for the seed, an extension of the match is triggered to find the maximal length segment that remains below a similarity threshold \(\alpha\). Searching for a match of the seed is only performed within a time window right after the seed’s location as in (Herley, 2006). A library of motifs is incrementally built, gathering all the motifs and their found occurrences. For each seed, a match is first sought in the library to account for long span repetitions. Search in the near future of the seed is only triggered if no matching motif was found in the library. The parameters of MODIS are (a) the seed length (.25 s), (b) the size of the near future time window (90 s), and (c) the similarity threshold \(\alpha\). The lower the threshold, the more similar the occurrences of a motif within the library of motifs constructed. Here, it was empirically set by listening tests on a small fraction of the data (\(\alpha = 4\)). No post-processing clustering stage is implemented and silences were removed artificially before processing the data after concatenation of all the files. Minimum post-processing of the motif occurrence time was performed to deal with motifs spanning multiple non-silence segments. Note that MODIS combines all of the three components described in Figure 1 simultaneously. The fragments stored in the library are used both to match and parse, and the outcome of the match result in an update of the library of clusters.

3.3. Adaptor Grammar

Adaptor Grammars (AG) is a framework for expressing hierarchical non-parametric Bayesian models as a kind of a probabilistic phrase structure grammar (Johnson et al., 2007). An AG system can learn recurring sub-trees, where the grammar specifies how these trees are organised. The state-of-the-art system on the Bernstein-Ratner corpus (Bernstein-Ratner, 1987) achieves close to 90% token f-score on the word segmentation task. It uses a complex grammar defining several levels above the words (collocations) and below the words (syllables and syllable fragments)(Johnson and Goldwater, 2009). Here, we will restrict ourselves to simpler grammars for the sake of the evaluation. The simplest word segmentation Adaptor Grammar model is the unigram model: each utterance is generated as a sequence of words, where a word is a sequence of phones. Specifically, a unigram model has the following grammar rules:

\[
\text{unigram model} \quad \text{monosyllable model}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Utterance} & \rightarrow \text{Word}^+ \\
\text{Word} & \rightarrow \text{Phone}^+ \\
\text{Phone} & \rightarrow \text{ay[ib]...} \\
\text{Syllable} & \rightarrow (\text{Onset})\text{Rhyme} \\
\text{Onset} & \rightarrow \text{Consonant}^+ \\
\text{Nucleus} & \rightarrow \text{Vowel}^+ \\
\text{Coda} & \rightarrow \text{Consonant}^+ \\
\text{Consonant} & \rightarrow \text{bl[p][d][...} \\
\text{Vowel} & \rightarrow \text{ay[ey[iy][...} \\
\end{align*}
\]

The Word non-terminal in the unigram grammar is adapted, which means that the model memorises or

“learns” the sequences of phones that constitute a word. Our second AG model is the monosyllable model, which assumes that words are always monosyllabic (which is often true at the token level in a language like English). Here, parentheses indicate optionality (i.e., the Onset and the Coda are optional). The monosyllable AG adapts or learns the Onset, Nucleus and Coda non-terminals, as well as Word. That is, it learns the commonly occurring consonant sequences that occur at the beginnings and endings of words (i.e., onsets and codas respectively), as well as the words that are assembled out of these units. These models only take discrete symbolic input. As a baseline, we test them with the gold transcriptions (in which case matching and grouping will be at ceiling performance). In order to compare these models with the ST systems, we also test them with the output of a phone recognizer (reco). In this case, the matching and grouping evaluations reflect the phone recognition part of the pipeline. AG models are built under the assumption that each word type is always pronounced in the same way; therefore, they can’t capture this pronunciation variability and each variant of a word has to be stored as another type. We therefore expect a drop in performance in this setting. In order not to penalize too much the system, we took the best possible phone recognition performance we could get. We trained a triphone three-state HMM system with 17 Gaussian mixtures, 200 context-dependent triphones, a bigram language model, and speaker-specific re-adaptation. Because we wanted to achieve the best possible decoding, we trained the HMM and performed the decoding on the entire corpus. The phone accuracy was 59.2%. The combined phoneme recognition + AG pipeline implements the three components in Figure 1 in the following way: The phone recognizer is responsible for matching, and AG performs both clustering and parsing simultaneously.

4. Materials

The proposed method was used to evaluate the systems on English, on the Buckeye corpus (Pitt et al., 2007). We have chosen this corpus for two reasons: first, for its characteristics and size. The Buckeye corpus contains around 38 hours of recordings which are entirely annotated at phonemic level, the annotation being needed during the evaluation process. Also, it contains conversational speech, which is more challenging than most types of speech used before for TD systems, and which is closer to the type of speech that people actually use in spoken interaction. This could encourage the development of more applications to be used in the day to day life. The second reason behind our choice was the fact that the corpus is free for non-commercial purposes. Thus, not using a proprietary corpus, would allow all research groups involved in the field to evaluate their system on the same dataset, using the same evaluation metrics. At the same time it might the boost the research in the field, by allowing other groups to come up with new approaches, once a standard evaluation framework is in place. Note that the Buckeye has two levels of annotations: the word level, with citation form phoneme transcriptions, and the detailed phone transcription. As we need phoneme-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of talkers</th>
<th>20 M, 20 F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>≈ 38h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb of utterances</td>
<td>≈ 50k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb of word types</td>
<td>≈ 292k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nb of word tokens</td>
<td>≈ 31k</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Buckeye corpus descriptive statistics

level alignment for the evaluation, we used this latter transcription to setup our gold standard.

5. Experiments

We provided to all the systems the raw acoustic signal converted into standard 39 MFCC plus delta and delta-delta coefficients, which were mean-variance normalized for each file. Each original file from Buckeye was cut into smaller files at the onset and offset of every with silences, noises, or non-linguistic sounds which were removed. This resulted in 50k files which we consider as utterances (see Table 1 for more details). The output of each system was converted into a list of fragments defined as time onsets and offsets, as well as cluster number. The evaluations pipeline described above was then uniformly applied to the output of all systems

Due to the very large number of fragment pairs involved in this corpus, we could not run the matching and grouping statistics on the entire corpus (these statistics scale to the square of the number of fragments, and generating DTW sub-fragments becomes a limiting factor). Rather, we performed 50 batches of random sub-sampling of 4% of the files, which was more tractable. The standard deviation was less than $10^{-5}$; we computed the average precision and recall, and the F-scores from these averages.

6. Results and discussion

We first review the results of the AG pipelines. The AG pipelines with gold input shows good results on token, type and boundary scores on this rather large and variable corpus. This compares well with scores obtained on the Bernstein-Ratner corpus, given the nature of the corpus used in the experiments. For obvious reasons, the phoneme level scores (matching and grouping) are at their ceiling value. The lexical metrics used show the usual result that token statistics are better than type statistics, which corresponds to the fact that the adaptor grammar is frequency sensitive: it is better at segmenting high frequency words than low frequency ones. Finally, boundary recall is slightly higher than boundary precision, which suggests that the system has a tendency for over-segmenting. This is effect is stronger for the monosyllable grammar, which limits the size of the words and therefore tends to over-segment more than the unigram grammar which does not have a hard constraint on word size.

The performance of the AG pipelines on the reco input drops considerably on all our metrics. Note that the low matching and grouping scores are to be uniquely attributable to the phone recognizer part of the pipeline.

\footnote{Due to a data conversion error, the AG system was tested on a slightly different fragment of the corpus than the JHU and MODIS systems; the two corpora overlapped by 96.4%.
which has only 59.2% phone accuracy. As our AG model is build under the assumption that word forms have a unique realization, it is not surprising to also witness a sharp drop in lexicon-related measures. Indeed, the variability of the phoneme transcriptions for each word triggers a multiplication of surface word forms that have to be segmented and stored as separate entries. Note that here, the more constrained monosyllable model gives comparable results to the unigram model. It would be interesting to improve the AG model by incorporating possibility to encode variations between the underlying forms and the surface forms. Possible directions for such extensions include modeling variability through noisy channel methods (Elsner et al., 2012), or replacing the sequence of phonemes as input by decoding lattices (Neubig et al., 2010).

We now turn to the evaluation of the ST systems at the phoneme level. The results on JHU and MODIS show a sharp decrement in coverage compared to the exhaustive coverage of the AG system: The matching stage of the JHU system has the highest coverage (36%), which then drops after clustering (28%), and drops again after parsing (24%). MODIS has the lowest coverage of all (8.4%), which is explained by a rather conservative DTW threshold compared to the JHU system. This conservative threshold in MODIS has some advantage, though, as it produces the highest matching F-score of the ST systems (12%, as opposed to less than 5% for the others). For the JHU system, the matching F-score is overall low, but the parsing component contributes to increase it. Regarding the clustering F-score, we can see that the JHU system is giving the highest grouping F-score when we take the output just after the clustering step, suggesting that its graph clustering method is quite effective (certainly in terms of recall). This advantage, however, is reduced after the parsing step. This is probably due to the fact that parsing eliminates a lot of nearly overlapping fragment candidates through the Viterbi decoding, and therefore many clusters are left as singletons. Maybe a different decoding step, favoring bigger clusters, would be more effective.

Before moving to the lexical level, it is interesting to note that some the best performing ST systems outperform the AG+reco pipelines on matching and grouping F-scores. This may seem surprising given that the ST systems work on raw speech, whereas the AG pipeline benefits from supervised training with an optimized HMM architecture. There are however two factors that may contribute to this result. The first one is that the AG pipeline does not exploit the full information of the phone recognizer (i.e. a decoding lattice), but only reads out the most probable parse. The second one is that due to a rather conservative matching threshold, plus a threshold on the minimal size of a matching fragment, the ST systems restrict their analyses on a small subset of the entire corpus, namely, a subset with good quality matches.

Finally, the lexical scores of the ST systems are very low, as expected. It is interesting, though, to compare them with the performance of the AG pipeline with phone recognition as input. In particular, there is a sharp difference in boundary F-score between the ST systems and the AG+reco systems, which seems mostly due to low recall in the ST systems. One reason AG systems are good are finding boundaries is that they impose an exhaustive match of the entire utterance, thereby using well identified frequent words to constrain the segmentation of less known surrounding materials. Such a strategy is typically not used in ST systems. It would be interesting to add such a strategy in the parsing scheme of the JHU system. Another reason is that AG, contrary to ST systems, does not have a minimal length on fragment matches. Both MODIS and JHU discard possible matches that are less than a fixed length in msec, because the clustering scores tend to decrease for short fragments because of the increased presence of lexical neighbors. Of course, a completely fair comparison would be to run the AG on some unsupervised phoneme decoder as in (Lee and Glass, 2012). This remains to be done in future work.

### 7. Conclusions

We have proposed in this paper a new evaluation method for TD systems. We consider that these systems have a huge potential in speech technology applications (Glass, 2012) and a common and complete evaluation procedure would help expand this young field. We have also aimed at bringing together the evaluation metrics of ST and NLP systems. While applications of these systems have already appeared (Malioutov et al., 2007; Dredze et al., 2010; Muscariello et al., 2011) just to name a few), new, hybrid systems can be.
developed, combining algorithms from both fields. These hybrid systems will benefit from our evaluation method which distinguishes the different components of the processing pipeline that link the signal to the linguistic levels. The proposed toolbox is available in github3.
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